NR 30 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – SADDLE CRANES

WIE/1806171559 ten saddle cranes, height 264ft AMSL, erected at 012441N 1035350E (bearing 354.4 degrees, distance 3.4nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Saddle cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2341/15 dated 13/10/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 31 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – SADDLE CRANES

WIE/1812311559 five saddle cranes, height 280ft AMSL, erected at 012354N 1035332E (bearing 346 degrees, distance 2.6nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Saddle cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2112/15 dated 23/9/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 32 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1812311559 one luffer crane, height 641ft AMSL, erected at 011804N 1035124E (bearing 220.2 degrees, distance 4.3nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2278/15 dated 5/10/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 33 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1812311559 one luffer crane, height 200ft AMSL, erected at 011908N 1035340E (bearing 192.7 degrees, distance 2.3nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2600/15 dated 12/11/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 34 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – SADDLE CRANES

WIE/1812311559 two saddle cranes, height 278ft AMSL, erected at 012040N 1035307E (bearing 237.6 degrees, distance 1.2nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Saddle cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A0131/16 dated 26/1/16 is hereby superseded.)